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NETWORKING DRINKS HOST

Atkins is at the forefront of delivering low carbon and renewable energy projects that make an invaluable 

contribution to the sustainable energy mix of the future. Atkins believe that a fully integrated service allows 

more opportunities for value creation earlier in the project lifecycle and consequently risk to be understood and 

managed by the project team. Atkins provide a concept-to-commissioning service to smooth the development 

path for WtE projects, using their global reach and unique perspective gained through the delivery of operational 

traditional and advanced thermal treatment projects.

ATKINS

FCC Environment is an environmental services world leader, from waste collection and street cleansing to energy 

recovered from waste, recycling, waste treatment and ground maintenance. They have served more than 53 

million people in more than 5,000 municipalities. They own and operate more than 200 recycling, treatment and 

disposal facilities all around the world, with the widest range of technologies, from mechanical and bio treatment 

to advanced combustion energy-from-waste. 

FCC ENVIRONMENT 

CNIM Group is a leading European specialist for the design and construction of turnkey non fossil thermal power 

plants with almost a thousand references across the world. This experience in environment and renewable 

energies enables CNIM to provide turnkey energy production solutions using specific fuels such as Municipal 

Solid Waste (WtE), Biomass (BtE), and Concentrated Solar Power (CSP). They are the number one European EPC 

contractor for WtE plants with 283 installed lines treating 78,000 tonnes of residual waste each day.

CNIM

DONG Energy is one of the leading energy groups in Northern Europe. DONG is active in the whole energy 

chain from production of oil and gas to sales and distribution of power, heat and gas to private and industrial 

consumers. DONG has approx. 6,500 employees and has revenues of approx. 10 billion EUR and an EBITDA  

of 2 billion EUR. 

DONG ENERGY

Welcome to the Fifth World Waste to Energy City Summit in London.

This year’s summit comes amid a level of uncertainty within the waste to energy industry, as some projects have hit stumbling blocks, 

while others are gathering pace. 

Five years since the launch of this summit, this is a great time to take stock of where we are as an industry, where we want to be, 

and how we can get there. As market conditions change, how are the most successful companies adapting their strategies to meet 

today’s challenges? Where will we be in another five years? 

As always, we’re delighted to welcome a diverse international speaking faculty - and audience – to the summit. Not only does this 

enable project developers to identify new market opportunities, but it facilitates knowledge-sharing, so we can all learn from the 

successes – and challenges – of colleagues around the world.

To capitalize on the expertise and experience of everyone here, we have roundtable discussion groups taking place on both days 

of the summit. On the first day each group will focus on a particular topic of strategic importance to the industry. On the second day, 

we’d like each group to look back five years, to when this summit first began, and come up with five things that we wish we’d known 

then about the waste to energy industry, and particularly about advanced conversion technologies. How would we have done things 

differently with this knowledge? We’ll collate this feedback, and circulate it to all attendees after the summit.

 

Networking continues to be the most important facet of the summit, so please join us for our drinks reception hosted by Atkins at the 

end of the first day of the summit. I would like to thank all our sponsors for their support and encourage you to connect with them 

during the networking breaks. Please also take advantage of our 1-1 meeting system, to make sure you meet face to face with your 

most important contacts at the event.

As we look ahead to next year’s summit, please take the time to share with us your feedback and suggestions, so that we can 

continue to build the summit year on year as the meeting place for the international waste to energy industry. Where might we be 

this time next year?

Jennie Moss

Managing Director

PARTNERS



Hitachi Zosen Inova is a global leader in energy from waste operating as part of the Hitachi Zosen Corporation 

Group. Formed from the former Von Roll Inova, HZI acts as an engineering, procurement and construction 

contractor delivering complete turnkey plants and system solutions for thermal and biological EfW recovery. The 

company’s solutions are based on efficient and environmentally sound technology, are thoroughly tested, can be 

flexibly adapted to user requirements, and cover the entire plant life cycle. 

HITACHI ZOSEN INOVA

MWH is a £1Bn turnover global business operating in the water, waste, energy and infrastructure sectors. MWH services include: 

programme management, consultancy, engineering and technical services, construction and operational support. In the UK they 

currently have leading roles on numerous prestigious waste, energy from waste, and renewables schemes involving anaerobic 

digestion, gasification, CHP and similar technologies. They offer a fully integrated service - feasibility, through design and 

construction to operations and maintainence - and frequently provide component services as part of a client’s overall team.

MWH 

Nippon Steel & Sumikin Engineering is a pioneer of “Waste Gasification Technology” and consists of four main 

business fields. The specific “Energy from Waste” (EfW) technology is provided by the Environmental Solutions 

Division. The waste gasification and melting technology has more than 40 references under commercial 

operation in Japan and South Korea for 34 years.

NIPPON STEEL & SUMIKIN ENGINEERING

Lockheed Martin Energy is a line of business within Lockheed Martin that delivers comprehensive solutions 

across the energy industry to include bioenergy generation, demand response solutions, energy efficiency, 

energy storage, nuclear systems and ocean energy technologies.

LOCKHEED MARTIN ENERGY

Kobelco Eco-Solutions Co. Ltd was established in 1946 as a member of the Kobe Steel Group. The gasification and 

melting technology generates renewable energy from waste while minimizing the environmental impact.  

This technology can handle a diverse range of waste feedstock with robust operation and high energy conversion 

efficiency. Kobelco has 17 proven commercial scale reference plants which have been operating for up to 14 years.

KOBELCO

Mitsubishi Electric has a proven track record of supplying turnkey Electrical, Instrumentation and Control (EI&C) 

projects for energy producers including full engineering and commissioning. This includes systems for Energy from 

Waste, Biomass and related industries, such as Biogas-based generation for wastewater clients – covering both 

electricity generation from steam turbines and district heating. Whatever the application, Mitsubishi Electric is likely to 

offer a solution, which is why it is both exhibiting as an event sponsor and sharing its expertise at the conference.

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC

Nabarro is a full service commercial law firm renowned for the positive and practical way they work. Nabarro 

are committed to offering their clients clarity – clear thinking applied to their needs and objectives and clarity in 

the way Nabarro deliver their advice. They provide expert legal advice in: Infrastructure, Construction & Energy, 

Commercial Property, Planning, Corporate, Health, Safety & Environment, Employment and Pensions. 

NABARRO

Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation Europe Limited (SMBCE) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sumitomo Mitsui 

Banking Corporation (SMBC), one of the largest banks worldwide by asset size, with $1,288 billion in assets. 

Headquartered in Tokyo, SMBC employs 22,915 staff worldwide and has 439 domestic branches and 16 overseas 

branches. SMBCE has extensive experience of lead arranging and lending to waste projects.

SMBC

West Wind Ventures is an experienced team of project developers, owners and operators working both in 

advisory and project development with a particular focus on Energy from Waste, Recycling and Renewable 

Energy. The team is currently working with Mountgrange Investment Management LLP, a UK Real Estate Private 

Equity fund in respect of their Clean Power Properties investment to help develop their 12 UK sites for Energy 

from Waste, Recycling , Anaerobic Digestion and Peak Power. 

WEST WIND VENTURES



Agenda — Day One – May 10, 2016

Chairman’s Welcome 

Peter Jones OBE, Chairman, WASTE2TRICITY, CARBON CONNECT & ECOLATERAL, UK

9:00

Keynote Address 

Speaker:

Sir David King, PERMANENT SPECIAL ENVOY FOR CLIMATE CHANGE, UK

9:10

The Impact of the EU Circular Economy Package on the European Waste to Energy Industry 

• The Circular Economy package sets a 65% recycling target for municipal waste by 2030. With the UK and other 

member states struggling to achieve the 2020 recycling target, what are the short term and long term interventions 

needed to get there – how is industry looking to close the gap between reality and aspiration?

• A closed loop system has the potential to contribute £29 billion of the UK’s GDP and create 175,000 new jobs.  

Does the UK have the vision to capitalize on this opportunity? What push and pull mechanisms are needed to achieve 

this goal? In light of the recent collapse in commodity prices, how can we strengthen secondary markets in the future?

• What factors are influencing waste to energy capacity requirements in Europe and the UK? How can the EU balance its 

EFW capacity going forward?

• As Wales and Scotland trail blaze ahead with translating their Zero Waste Policy into practice, what does the roadmap 

to success look like? What are they doing differently and what can England do to pull its own weight in achieving the 

2020 Recycling targets? 

Session Chair:

Mike Brown, Managing Director, EUNOMIA RESEARCH & CONSULTING, UK

Speakers:

Ella Stengler, Managing Director, CEWEP, BELGIUM

Taliesin Maynard, Programme Director, WELSH GOVERNMENT, UK

Andrew Richmond, Policy & Strategy Manager, Waste & Water, GREATER LONDON AUTHORITY, UK

Matthias Elfers, Head, Mergers & Acquisitions, EEW ENERGY FROM WASTE, GERMANY

Andrew Morris, CEO, ENVIROFUSION, UK

Accessing International Market Opportunities 

• Which overseas markets currently offer the greatest opportunities for thermal waste treatment? 

• Which countries are ripe for new developments? What do the risk profiles look like in these markets?

• What infrastructure needs to be in place for W2E to be viable?

• What do international clients look for when assessing potential solutions?

• Can ACT compete with conventional energy from waste for international W2E projects?

• What impact are low fossil fuel prices having on investment in W2E infrastructure globally?

Session Chair:

Mike Brown, Managing Director, EUNOMIA RESEARCH & CONSULTING, UK

Speakers:

James Michelsen, Senior Industry Specialist - Solid Waste, IFC, USA 

Carlos Afonso, Head of Concessions and Corporate Development, FCC ENVIRONMENT, SPAIN

Laurent Chatelin, Investment Director, MARGUERITE ADVISER, FRANCE

9:30

10:10 

Networking Coffee Break10:50



Defining the Critical Success Factors for the Advanced Waste to Energy Industry 
• What are the critical “pillars” necessary for waste-to-energy (W2E) projects to succeed? 

• What can be learned from recent project failures, and what changes do we need to make to ensure  

future success? 

• At which stage(s) of a project are we seeing projects stall and why? How can these specific challenges  

be overcome?

• Which ACT developers are having most success? What’s their secret?

Session Chair:

Fredrick Royan, VP, Global Water and Waste Management Practice, FROST & SULLIVAN, UK

Speakers:

Ian Brooking, CEO, COGEN, UK

Keith Riley, CEO, BH ENERGY GAP, UK 

Isabel Boira-Segarra, Founding Partner & CEO, FUTURE EARTH ENERGY, UK

Ian Price, Director, WEST WIND VENTURES, UK

Technology Case Studies:  

ACT Projects Currently Under Development 
Speakers:

REnescience: Generating Value from Waste

Ulrik Falkenberg Lending, Senior Commercial Manager, New Bio Solutions, 

DONG ENERGY, DENMARK 

Proven Gasification Technology – Operating Conditions and Measures for 

Scale-up. 

Nobuhiro Tanigaki, Chief Technical Manager, NIPPON STEEL, JAPAN

Biowaste to Biofuels: The Potential of Upgrading Biogas from AD

Bernard Fenner, Head of Anaerobic Digestion, HITACHI ZOSEN, SWITZERLAND

Roundtable Discussion Session 

Delegates will break into small discussion groups hosted by an industry leader to debate some of the critical issues 

affecting the industry.

11:20

12:00

12:45

Table Speaker Topic

 1
Chris Holmes, Managing Director, Waste & 

Bioenergy, GREEN INVESTMENT BANK, UK 

Beyond Subsidies: Is a zero subsidy EFW  

project feasible?

 2
James Michelsen, Senior Industry Specialist - 

Solid Waste, IFC, USA

Emerging Markets: What conditions are needed to 

develop and implement bankable projects?

 3
Alistair Reid, Manager, Innovation, Partnerships 

and Biobased Materials,  

AKZONOBEL, UK 

Industry Partnerships: What collaboration models 

between industry and technology providers are crucial for 

developing a chemical from waste platform?

 4
Jon Swan, Head of Waste Management,  

ATKINS ENGINEERING, UK

Resilient Cities: How can the industry ensure that 

advanced waste-to-energy becomes an integral part of 

tomorrow’s cities? 

 5
James Samworth, Partner,  

FORESIGHT GROUP, UK

Project Structure: Does a CfD project need to look 

different to a ROC project?

 6
Rob Wakely, Head of Advanced Fuels, 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT, UK

Low Carbon Fuels: How can government and industry 

work together to reduce the risk and incentivise adoption?

 7
Andy Lewis, Innovation Project Manager, 

NATIONAL GRID, UK

Future Energy Mix: What are the challenges of integrating 

renewable energy into the grid?

 8
Terry Buckel, Managing Director,  

ASTUTE TECHNICAL, UK

Attracting Talent: What problems are affecting your ability 

to recruit the best staff in the waste-to-energy sector?

 9
Lisa Jordan, Business Development Director, 

MHC SERVICES, UK

Policy: Should support focus on technology rather than 

end use? What practical steps can industry take to put EfW 

back on the agenda?



Delivering the Ardley Energy Recovery Facility 
Speaker: 

Christophe Cord’homme, Business & Products Development Director, CNIM, FRANCE 

14:20

Industrial Partnerships for Commercialising High-Value Fuels and Chemicals from Waste 
• What progress has been made in the development of the commercial application of waste to value end products, 

including chemicals, hydrogen fuel, biodiesel, ammonia and industrial gases? 

• How are technology providers partnering with the aviation, marine, pharmaceutical and chemical industries to create 

viable and scalable commercial models? 

• What experience can be gained from projects that have failed? What are the key challenges and barriers preventing 

greater adoption? 

• How can industry and government work together to reduce risks and incentivise the adoption of these new 

approaches?

Session Chair:

Chris Malins, Fuels Program Lead, ICCT, UK

Speakers:

Alistair Reid, Manager, Innovation, Partnerships and Biobased Materials, AKZONOBEL, UK 

Rob Wakely, Head of Advanced Fuels, DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT, UK 

Andy Lewis, Innovation Project Manager, NATIONAL GRID, UK

Tom Parsons, Biofuels Commercial Development, BP, UK

15:20

Identifying the Right Commercial Models/End Products to Deliver Greater Returns  
and Long-term Viability in ACT 

• As traditional energy from waste technology becomes more advanced and efficient, how much more carbon efficient 

is ACT once reliability and performance have been taken into account? 

• Given the drawbacks with upscaling, will large scale gasification ever compete with conventional energy from waste? 

Can ACT differentiate itself enough to justify its green credentials in the market?

• Do we need to look past power for the future of ACT? Is it only viable once we produce heat, power, fuel or chemicals? 

How far behind are these technologies? Will they leapfrog waste to power? Who is currently doing this –  

where and how?

Session Chair:

Lisa Jordan, Business Development Director, MHC SERVICES, UK

Speakers:

Hisanori, Shimakura, Professional Engineer, KOBELCO, JAPAN 

Paco Hevia, Head of Projects, Centre of Exellence, FERROVIAL SERVICES, UK 

Rolf Stein, CEO, ADVANCED PLASMA POWER, UK

Neville Hargreaves, Business Development Director, VELOCYS, UK

14:40

Roundtable Discussion Sessions Continued
12:45

Table Speaker Topic

 10 Alexandre Citvaras, Director of New Business, 

FOXX INOVA AMBIENTAL, BRAZIL 

Brazil: New waste-to-energy projects in Brazil and 

opportunities and challenges for international developers 

to enter the market

 11 Shelley De Souza, Senior Manager, 

Infrastructure & PPP, EMEA, SMBC, UK

Finance: How to overcome challenges in financing waste-

to-energy projects

 12 Ian Brooking, CEO, COGEN, UK Strategy: What are the critical pillars needed to deliver 

complex waste to energy projects?

Networking Lunch Break13:25



Networking Coffee Break16:00

Are the US and Canada Ahead of the Curve in Deriving Greater Value from the Global Waste to 
Energy Boom? 

• Recent developments are driving rapid and long term growth in the waste gasification market in the US and Canada. 

What are the main drivers for this change and which states are seeing the most rapid adoption of advanced conversion 

technologies? 

• What end-products from waste are proving to be most commercially viable? 

• What challenges is the industry seeing in this market? What impact are low commodity prices having on recycling and 

investment in waste-to-value?

• Where are the opportunities for international collaboration in new project development?

Speakers:

Adam Penque, Bioenergy Business Development Leader, LOCKHEED MARTIN ENERGY, USA 

John May, Managing Director, STERN BROTHERS & CO, USA 

Aditya Doshi, Investment Director, LIBERATION CAPITAL, UK

Finance Panel: What Models are Working –  
Has Anyone Got it Right? 

• Given the recent high profile project failures, why does gasification 

remain attractive to investors? 

• Is there a zero subsidy financing model for W2E? 

• In the latest round of CfDs, how big is the pot for ACT and  

what does this mean for the pipeline for project going forward? 

Session Chair:

James Snape, Partner, NABARRO, UK

Speakers:

Paul Battelle, Director – Infrastructure and Energy Finance, DEUTSCHE 

BANK, UK

Shelley De Souza, Senior Manager, Infrastructure and PPP, EMEA, 

SMBC, UK 

Chris Holmes, Managing Director, Waste & Bioenergy,  

GREEN INVESTMENT BANK, UK 

Kwong-Wing Law, Regional Head of Project Finance,  

NATIXIS, UK 

16:30

17:10

Thank you for a great 

conference. It was well 

structured, informative and 

the one to one meetings were 

a great opportunity to follow 

up business interests

Associate, RAMBOLL

Networking Drinks Reception   Hosted by:18:00



Networking Coffee Break10:30

CEO Waste Management Debate 

• How are waste industry leaders innovating to offer solutions and services to close the loop and 

achieve circularity? How are they looking to integrate services and partner with intermediates and 

end-users to establish a holistic achieve circularity?

• Post-COP21: How are waste management companies meeting their 2020 carbon 

emissions targets?

• With a large number of UK energy from waste facilities currently in the 

commissioning and operational stages, what challenges are we seeing 

across the industry – could a skills shortage be looming?

Session Chair:

Jim Baird, President, CIWM, UK

Speakers:

Ian McAulay, CEO, VIRIDOR, UK 

Paul Taylor, CEO, FCC ENVIRONMENT, UK

9:10

Urban Resilience: What is the Role of Advanced W2E in Creating a Smarter Energy System? 
• What proportion of our energy needs will come from waste derived energy in the future? How could a more a decentralised 

energy system work and what are the barriers to making this happen?

• How are waste to energy plants enhancing resilience in today’s cities? 

• Are heat networks an emerging market in the UK? What lessons can be learned from other countries in establishing viable 

and sustainable systems? 

• In the future can big data and smart analytics create a more efficient process of managing feedstock supply and demand and 

modelling future needs? 

Session Chair:

Jon Swan, Head of Waste Management, ATKINS ENGINEERING, UK

Speakers:

Brian Devlin, Executive Director, Land and Environmental Services, GLASGOW CITY COUNCIL, UK

Maya van der Steenhoven, Director, HEATING AND COOLING SOUTH HOLLAND, NETHERLANDS

Kan Kok Wah, Chief Engineer, Waste and Resource Management Department,  

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT AGENCY, SINGAPORE 

11:00

India, South America and Asia: The Next Big Growth Markets? 

Session Chair:

Chindarat Taylor, Founder & Director, RESOURCE EFFICIENCY PATHWAY, UK

Speakers:

Alexandre Citvaras, Director of New Business, FOXX INOVA AMBIENTAL, BRAZIL 

Mahesh Babu, Managing Director, IL&FS, INDIA

Lukas Hatagalung, PPP Transaction Specialist, NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AGENCY, INDONESIA

9:50

Agenda — Day Two – May 11, 2016

Chairman’s Welcome 

Peter Jones OBE, Chairman, WASTE2TRICITY, CARBON CONNECT & ECOLATERAL, UK

9:00



Private Equity Finance Panel: How Big will the Market be for Secondary Assets? 
The establishment of a secondary market and the establishment of an exit route for developers will create a positive 

impact on the industry. Who will be the lead players in this market and are we going to see a growing trend towards 

market consolidation? 

Session Chair: 

Peter Jones OBE, Chairman, WASTE2TRICITY, CARBON CONNECT & ECOLATERAL, UK 

Speakers:

Peter Dickson, Partner and Technical Director, GLENNMONT PARTNERS, UK 

Chris Tanner, Director, JOHN LAING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, UK 

James Samworth, Partner, FORESIGHT GROUP, UK 

Adam Gordon, Project Finance, INVESTEC BANK, UK

13:40

Challenges in Automation and Control of Waste to Energy Plants

Speaker:

Morteza Seraj, Director, Process Industry, MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC, GERMANY

11:40

Connecting EfW Plants to the Grid – Challenges and Opportunities of Delivering a Distributed 
Renewable Energy System

Speaker:

John Ord, Business Director – Thermal Power & Energy Networks, MWH, UK

11:55

Networking Lunch Break12:50

Roundtable Debate: What Would We Do Differently With What 

We Know Now?

The World Waste to Energy City Summit is now in its 5th Year and it’s time to 

ask the question: With the benefit of hindsight, what would we do differently 

now? In this session, each group will look back over the past five years and 

identify five key lessons that we have learned in the ACT sector that can be taken 

forward into future projects. Discussion will focus on policy, technology, finance, 

feedstock and end products. 

12:10

Speaker

1 Ian McAulay, CEO, VIRIDOR, UK 

2 Stephen Ray, Director, Waste and Bioenergy, GREEN INVESTMENT BANK, UK

3 James Michelsen, Senior Industry Specialist - Solid Waste, IFC, USA

4 Alistair Reid, Manager, Innovation, Partnerships and Biobased Materials, AKZONOBEL, UK 

5 Javier Cerezo, International Technical Director, FCC ENVIRONMENT, SPAIN

6 James Samworth, Partner, FORESIGHT GROUP, UK

7 Jon Swan, Head of Waste Management, ATKINS ENGINEERING, UK

8 Mahesh Babu, Managing Director, IL&FS, INDIA

9 Ian Brooking, CEO, COGEN, UK

Topic



Closing Remarks and Close of Summit15:00

Local Government: Is it Time for Cities, Regional and Local Councils to Take a Greater Lead in 
Planning for their Waste Management and Energy Needs? 

• What impacts have local government cuts had on recycling rates and feedstock quality and availability? What 

pressures are these cost reductions putting on current PFI projects?

• What are the pros and cons for local governments who have chosen to export waste rather than developing new W2E 

infrastructure? 

• Will local government become more involved in future CfD bidding rounds?

• Inter-local government dialogue: What are the potential ways that local government can co-operate and deliver their 

waste infrastructure? 

Session Chair:

Peter Jones OBE, Chairman, WASTE2TRICITY, CARBON CONNECT & ECOLATERAL, UK 

Speakers:

Andy Hudson, Head of Environment and Waste, MILTON KEYNES COUNCIL, UK

Joel Hull, Head of Waste, NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL, UK

Andrew Williamson, Technical Manager, CARDIFF COUNTY COUNCIL, UK

14:20

Powering a Better Tomorrow

STARTS TODAY.
AT LOCKHEED MARTIN

WE’RE ENGINEERING A BETTER TOMORROW.

The future of energy is bright. And with Lockheed Martin Energy, it’s also clean, renewable, 

efficient, affordable and smart. We’re pushing state-of-the-art fields like advanced manufacturing, 

cyber security, material science and systems integration to solve tomorrow’s problems, today.  

 

How can we help you?

 

www.lockheedmartin.com/energy

© 2016 LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION

Rethink summits are created by experts in cleantech and renewable energy to address the issues most crucial to investors and 

developers in these sectors. Through our global network of industry advisors, we produce highly-focused, topical summits which gather 

all the right people together in one room to share ideas, find solutions and identify new business opportunities. For more information 

about Rethink, visit www.rethinkevents.com

THE WORLD WASTE TO ENERGY  

SERIES IS PRODUCED BY:



Carlos Afonso 
Head of Concessions and Corporate Development
FCC ENVIRONMENT, SPAIN 

Carlos heads the international Corporate Development and Concessions 

team at FCC Environment. The team is responsibile for developing, 

bidding, structuring, constructing and operating environmental PPP projects throughout their 

lifetimes. Carlos’ career has been in the PPP, project finance and infrastructure space, including 

almost a decade at Royal Bank of Scotland in both Madrid and New York. Carlos is a Civil Engi-

neer with an MBA from IESE (Barcelona) and a post graduate course in infrastructure regulation 

and procurement from Harvard Kennedy School of Government

Mahesh Babu
Managing Director 
IL&FS ENVIRONMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURE & SERVICES, INDIA

Mahesh has wide experience in developing infrastructure projects 

on Public Private Partnership framework. Under his leadership, IL&FS 

Environment, has developed an Integrated Waste Management model - deriving value from all 

waste streams. IL&FS Environment is focused on building financially sustainable models in Waste 

processing and is amongst the first to mainstream Carbon financing in Waste Management. 

The company also has extensive experience in the advisory business related to Environmental 

Management, Green House Gas Mitigation, Energy Efficiency and Geo-spatial Solutions

Jim Baird
President 
CIWM, UK 

Jim has had an active role in CIWM’s Scottish Centre where he has 

been Honorary Secretary for six years and now acts as Honorary 

Treasurer for the Scottish Centre Council. Jim is currently a professor at Glasgow Caledonian 

University and continues to undertake and publish in the area of waste and resource 

management. He is a module leader in waste management modules at postgraduate level 

and continues to support the development of graduates looking for a career in waste 

management.

Paul Battelle
Director – Infrastructure and Energy Finance
DEUTSCHE BANK, UK

Paul is currently a Director in Deutsche Bank’s Infrastructure and En-

ergy team and works on energy and energy related financing transac-

tions across EMEA. Prior to joining Deutsche Bank, Paul worked in structure finance roles at 

Citigroup and engineering roles with General Electric power systems and Nokia. Since Paul 

joined Deutsche Bank in 2009, he has led Deutsche Bank’s financing effort in bioenergy and 

worked on a number of market-leading biomass and waste transactions primarily in the UK.

Isabel Boira-Segarra
Founding Partner & CEO
FUTURE EARTH ENERGY UK

Isabel is one of the founding partners of Future Earth Energy and its 

Chief Executive Officer. A commercial and technical expert in the full 

range of renewable energy technologies and operating models, she has over 20 years 

experience in the renewable energy sector having previously been Head of Renewable 

Energy at Mott McDonald, WSP and EC Harris. Isabel has significant worldwide Power & 

Renewable Energy experience advising utilities, developers, lenders, investors, investment 

funds, governments and regulators. 

Ian Brooking
CEO
COGEN, UK

Ian has been involved in the waste to energy industry at a senior level 

for over 10 years. His creative approach to project structuring com-

bined with his ability to blend engineering and finance has enabled Ian to lead CoGen and 

develop multiple ACT projects over the last few years. With operational assets, a portfolio of 

sites under construction and a strong pipeline of projects under development CoGen is one 

of the leading ACT developers within the UK.

Mike Brown
Managing Director 
EUNOMIA RESEARCH & CONSULTING, UK 

Mike has a track record of bringing focused and consistent leadership 

in the energy and waste sectors, and of transforming technically and 

politically complex business challenges through the ability to apply commercial skills and 

set clear direction. He has a detailed understanding of the interaction between the public 

and private sectors, which, together with his ability to ‘master-plan’, makes him a successful 

deliverer of complex projects spanning social, economic and environmental disciplines.

Alexandre Citvaras
Director of New Business
FOXX INOVA AMBIENTAL, BRAZIL 

Alexandre is a consultant for the development of public-private 

partnership projects in the waste management industry in Brazil. 

With direct involvement in the development of Foxx-Haztec Group, he has outstanding 

performance in WtE projects developed by the Group in Brazil. Alexandre has over 15 years 

of experience in the waste management industry and has served in various positions in 

reputed companies.

Brian Devlin
Exectuive Director, Land and Environmental Services
GLASGOW CITY COUNCIL, UK

Brian joined the Council as Executive Director of Land & Environmental 

Services in January 2012 with strategic responsibility for approximately 

4,000 employees, annual revenue budget of £170 million and capital of £650 million. Prior 

to becoming Executive Director with Glasgow, Brian worked for four years in a commercial 

support services organisation, having full profit and loss responsibility, Health & Safety and 

business development covering Scotland and NI.

Aditya Doshi 
Investment Director
LIBERATION CAPITAL, UK 

Aditya brings 14 years of experience in principal investments, M&A and 

operational management. He was formerly an investment member at 

Fjord Capital & Beetle Capital focused on the clean energy, resources and water sectors. 

Prior to that he spent four years at GE where he was involved in M&A transactions and LBO’s 

in the energy, water and aviation industries including managing integration projects post 

acquisition. 

Christophe Cord’homme 
Business & Products Development Director 
CNIM, FRANCE

Christophe started his career as an engineer of “Mines Paris Tech” 

at the National Agency for Nuclear Waste Disposal. From 1988-1993 

he served as Project Manager for Entropie SA. Since 1993 he has been working for CNIM 

Group, which is a European leader for the design and construction of turnkey enegy-from-

waste plants as well as supplier of key components, like flue gas treatment through its 

subsidiary He was appointed Development Director for the Environment and Renewable 

Energies sector of CNIM Group, whilst also remaining a member of the boards of LAB.

Peter Dickson
Partner & Technical Director
GLENNMONT PARTNERS, UK

Peter is a Chartered Engineer with more than 25 years of industrial 

experience, spent in power generation. He is one of the founders of 

Glennmont Partners, one of the most prominent sustainable energy infrastructure investors 

in Europe. Glennmont have invested over Euro 200m in UK renewable energy projects and 

manage Eur 1bn in funds on behalf of Institutional Investors

Laurent Chatelin
Investment Director
MARGUERITE ADVISER, FRANCE

Laurent is currently an Investment Director of Marguerite Adviser, the 

exclusive investment adviser for the Marguerite Fund, and has led 

several investments for the fund in the energy space, among which the first waste to energy 

project in Poland to be procured under a long term PPP contract. Laurent is the former 

Head of Infrastructure Investment with Oasis Capital Bank, where he launched the first GCC 

Cleantech and Renewable Energy fund.

Shelley De Souza 
Senior Manager, Infrastructure & PPP, EMEA
SMBC, UK 

Shelley focuses on the waste and water sectors in Europe, Middle East and 

Africa and has been involved in the financing of numerous UK waste PFI/

PPP projects, including Barnsley Doncaster & Rotherham Waste, Buckinghamshire Waste, West 

London Waste, Merseyside Waste, Derby Waste, North Yorkshire Waste and Gloucestershire 

Waste. Shelley has over 25 years’ international banking experience and joined SMBC in 2008. 

Shelley also chairs The Infrastructure Forum’s Waste and Renewable Energy Working Group. 



Kwong-Wing Law
Regional Head of Project Finance
NATIXIS, UK

Kwong-Wing is the Regional Head of the Natixis Global Infrastructure 

and Projects department in London with responsibilities for the UK, 

Ireland, Scandinavia and the CEE region. With more than 15 years’ experience in structured 

finance, Kwong-Wing is highly experienced in the infrastructure and PFI/PPP as well as 

the power and renewable sectors. Prior to joining Natixis, he worked at Sumitomo Mitsui 

Banking Corporation in London, where he played a key role in developing their client base 

and building their project finance presence.

Paco Hevia
Head of Projects, Centre of Excellence
FERROVIAL SERVICES, UK 

Paco has a MEng in Chemical Engineer and has 15 years of experience 

in management and design of waste treatment facilities, including 

mechanical & biological processes and energy from waste. He has managed the operation 

of waste treatment facilities in Spain and the UK and has also acted as technical lead in the 

development of waste treatment projects in both countries

Andy Hudson
Head of Environment and Waste
MILTON KEYNES COUNCIL, UK

Andy works for Milton Keynes Council, a unitary authority in central 

England, which is both a waste collection and disposal authority. As 

Head of Environment and Waste he is responsible for all aspects of wastes management 

for the authority including collection, treatment and disposal of municipal waste as well as 

promotions, education and enforcement. He heads a team of some 100 direct staff (approx-

imately another 400 through contracts) and manages an annual budget around £27M gross 

and a capital budget in the order of £150M.

Ulrik Falkenberg Lending
Senior Commercial Manager, New Bio Solutions
DONG ENERGY, DENMARK 

Ulrik is responsible for the North Western Markets in Europe. He joined 

DONG Energy in 2007 as a Manager in the Business Development & 

Partnerships department, responsible for developing large-scale projects and partnerships. 

Before joining DONG Energy, Ulrik spent six years in TDC within business and corporate 

development, overseeing and being part of mergers and acquisitions

Adam Gordon
Project Finance
INVESTEC BANK, UK

Adam has spent the last 15 years focusing on the power sector. He 

qualified as an engineer and has worked in construction project 

management on a 4,100MW coal-fired construction project, and managed the 50-strong 

engineering team on a 3,600MW plant. Adam has also worked in strategy and regulation, 

covering energy pricing applications. He has continued to focus on the power sector in 

financial services and has led various advising and arranging deals in various thermal and 

renewable sub-sectors.

Lisa Jordan
Business Development Director
MHC SERVICES, UK

Lisa currently works for MHC (Services) Ltd which is the family office of Roman 

Abramovich. Lisa works on a diverse range of projects and investments 

including many in the renewable energy space. Prior to joining MHC Lisa spent eighteen years in Air 

Products most notably as Director of Business Development for the Energy from Waste business in Eu-

rope where she was responsible for the development of renewable energy facilities, using advanced 

gasification, in the UK as a route to renewable electricity and renewable hydrogen.

Lukas Hutagalung
PPP Transaction Specialist
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AGENCY, INDONESIA

Lukas is a senior PPP Transaction Specialist for various infrastructure projects 

in Indonesia. This includes waste to energy projects in 5 metropolitan cities 

with capacity ranging from 500 to 1,500 tonnes/day. He has over 10 years of experience in the 

waste to energy industry with a particular focus on project preparation and transaction. Lukas has 

solid experience in advising companies and various level government offices, including the National 

Development Planning Board of Indonesia, on the development of waste to energy infrastructure in 

wide range areas.

Bernard Fenner
Head of Anaerobic Digestion
HITACHI ZOSEN INOVA, SWITZERLAND

Bernard has been Vice President of the System Unit AD at Hitachi 

Zosen Inova since December 2014. In March 2015 he was additionally 

assigned Managing Director – Business Development of Hitachi Zosen Inova BioMethan 

GmbH. Previously he was CEO of Axpo Kompogas Engineering AG for more than four years. 

He has a total of over ten years’ management experience in various sectors.

Neville Hargreaves
Business Development Director
VELOCYS, UK

Neville has over 20 years’ experience in the oil, renewable energy and 

consulting industries, including 12 years with Exxon. He has brought 

many new products to market, led two small businesses and launched a successful inno-

vation programme for the UK government. He holds an MA in chemistry from Cambridge 

University, a PhD from UC London and is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Chemistry.

Peter Jones OBE
Chairman
WASTE2TRICITY, CARBON CONNECT & ECOLATERAL, UK

Peter is involved in freelance delivery of low carbon waste infrastruc-

ture, principally in the UK, having Chaired a Planning Advisory Group 

for Advantage West Midlands which won the 2000 Infrastructure Award of the Royal Town 

Planning Institute. That work reflected his prior involvement since 1995 in promoting Materi-

al Flow mapping and the Biffaward £10 million Mass Balances programme

Joel Hull
Head of Waste
NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL, UK

Joel is Head of Waste for Norfolk County Council, a Chartered Waste 

Manager and Chartered Environmentalist. Having worked in local 

government for 20 years after a career in the oil and gas industry, Joel has experience in 

directing PPP and PFI procurements for major infrastructure projects, implementing service 

change, developing strategic partnerships and delivering valuable public services

Chris Holmes
Managing Director, Waste & Bioenergy
GREEN INVESTMENT BANK, UK 

Chris heads up the Waste & Bioenergy team at the UK Green In-

vestment Bank plc, a UK Government sponsored institution created 

in October 2012, and with capital allocation of £3.8 billion. The bank’s mission is to 

accelerate the transition of the UK to a ‘greener’ economy with initial investment focus 

being in Offshore Wind, Waste and Energy Efficiency. 

Sir David King
 PERMANENT SPECIAL ENVOY FOR  

CLIMATE CHANGE, UK

Sir David King was appointed as the UK Foreign Secretary’s Special 

Representative for Climate Change in September 2013. Sir David was 

previously the Government’s Chief Scientific Advisor from 2000 – 2007, working with Prime 

Ministers Blair and Brown, during which time he raised awareness of the need for govern-

ments to act on climate change and was instrumental in creating the Energy Technologies 

Institute. He is a physical chemist working in surface science and catalysis. 

Matthias Elfers
Head, Mergers & Acquisitions
EEW ENERGY FROM WASTE, GERMANY

In 2010, Matthais was appointed Technical Director of EEW`s UK 

business, where he participated in the PFI-tendering scheme for 

waste to energy facilities. In 2013 he took over the position as Head of M&A in EEW Energy 

from waste GmbH, Helmstedt, Germany. Prior to that, in 1998, Matthias founded his own 

consultancy company serving private and public companies on environmental projects 

before joining a mid-sized public utility company as technical director to enhance its waste 

to energy business. 



Andy Lewis
Innovation Project Manager
NATIONAL GRID, UK

Andy has a BSc in Geography from the University of Exeter and a 

subsequent MSc in Environmental Technology (specialising in Energy 

Policy) from Imperial College London. After university he was commissioned from the Royal 

Military Academy Sandhurst (RMAS) and spent next four years in the British Army leaving 

at the rank of Captain. He currently sits on the innovation team for the National Grid Gas 

Distribution where his portfolio includes the future of gas projects including those of the 

Network Innovation Competition (NIC).

John May
Managing Director
STERN BROTHERS & CO, USA

John is head of the firm’s Renewable Energy Practice, which he found-

ed in 2003. He is a seasoned project finance investment banker who 

has financed over $11 billion in loan and par values for over 100 clients in his 25-year bank-

ing career. In the past 10 years, he has become one of the top renewable energy bankers in 

the country, having developed a national practice in renewable energy finance focusing on 

biofuels, biomass, biochemical and bio-products.

Ian McAulay
CEO
VIRIDOR, UK

Ian is Chief Executive of Viridor. He has 30 years of experience in 

Strategic Business Management, Regulated Utilities Management and 

Capital Investment Delivery having been engaged at Board/Executive Management levels 

in a variety of company structures, including privately held global and FTSE 100 companies.  

He has previously served as an independently appointed Environment Commissioner for the 

Association of Greater Manchester Authorities and has recently been elected to the Board of 

the Environmental Services Association.

Andrew Morris
CEO
ENVIROFUSION, UK

Andrew has recently become CEO of Envirofusion Limited, which owns 

a pyrothermic process that is a modern, robust and highly efficient Ad-

vanced Thermal Treatment system for vaporising waste and generating energy. Previously 

Andrew was Group Finance Director before being appointed CEO of Rurelec plc the clean 

technology energy company with assets based in South America. Rurelec has hydro, wind 

and CCGT plants in three countries in South America.

Tom Parsons 
Biofuels Commercial Development
BP, UK

Tom is the biofuels commercial development project manager in BP’s 

Downstream Commercial Development team. He joined BP as a research 

chemist, working on the development and scale-up of several technologies, including BP’s Fis-

cher-Tropsch Process. He has since worked as a business development manager in technology 

licensing, and as a biofuels strategy advisor within BP’s Downstream Fuels businesses. He holds 

a Master’s degree and D.Phil in Chemistry from the University of Oxford.

Alistair Reid,
Manager, Innovation, Partnerships and Biobased Materials
AKZONOBEL, UK

Alistair is AkzoNobel’s Manager Innovation, Partnerships and Biobased 

Materials working to identify, assess and integrate new sources and 

supplies of economic and sustainable biobased materials into Akzonobel’s supply chain. 

Alistair has degree and PhD in Chemistry respectively from Strathclyde and Durham Univer-

sities and has worked for AkzoNobel for 12 years. During this time, he has held various R&D 

roles in Marine and Protective Coatings, Powders Coatings and Corporate Functions.

Keith Riley
CEO
BH ENERGY GAP, UK 

Keith has been in waste management at a senior level since 1993, and 

was responsible for the formation of Hampshire Waste Services that 

formed the model in the UK on which much modern waste management is based. Keith is 

currently a partner in BH EnergyGap LLP and owner of Vismundi Limited, having previously 

been group managing director, technology for Veolia Environmental Services UK. He also 

holds a number of non-executive directorships

Andrew Richmond
Policy & Strategy Manager, Waste & Water
GREATER LONDON AUTHORITY, UK

Andrew is the Policy and Strategy Manger for Energy and Waste at the 

Greater London Authority. Andrew has 16 years public sector waste 

management experience at both the local and citywide strategic level. He is currently 

responsible for the Mayor of London’s Climate Change Mitigation and Energy Strategy and 

the Mayor’s two Waste Management Strategies. 

Chris Malins
Fuels Programme Lead
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL ON CLEAN  
TRANSPORTATION, UK

Chris leads the ICCT’s Fuels Program. The team’s work is focused on: the 

commercialisation of advanced biofuel pathways, the indirect effects of 

biofuels production and biofuel sustainability; reducing the carbon intensity of fossil fuel produc-

tion; and adoption of low and ultra-low sulphur fuel standards. He has participated in advisory 

groups on low carbon fuels for organisations including the California Air Resources Board, 

International Civil Aviation Organisation, UK Department for Transport and European Commission.

John Ord
Business Director – Thermal Power & Energy Networks
MWH, UK

As Business Director for Thermal Power & Energy Networks within 

MWH, John is responsible for strategy development and implemen-

tation within the UK for energy related projects, and for the provision of expert support to 

MWH clients globally. John has 22 years of experience in client, consulting and contracting 

organisations, giving him a comprehensive understanding of the dynamics and future 

direction of the industry

Adam Penque 
Bioenergy Business Development Leader
LOCKHEED MARTIN ENERGY, USA

Adam serves as the lead of business development for Lockheed Martin 

Energy’s BioEnergy portfolio. In this capacity, Adam is responsible for all 

captures within the market segment. Adam has over 10 years of experience in the energy and 

waste industries. His experience spans program management; finance; business development; 

leadership; and project and technology development. Prior to his current position, he served as 

the vice president of business development at Plasco Energy Group.

Taliesin Maynard
Programme Director
WELSH GOVERNMENT, UK

A chartered civil engineer with over 15 years’ experience, Taliesin has 

worked across the public and private sectors, in technical and com-

mercial roles, on a number of the UK’s major investment programmes. He has led the Welsh 

Government’s waste infrastructure delivery programme since 2009. With a specialised focus 

on infrastructure development, public private partnerships and clean energy projects across 

the UK and Netherlands, he has a leading role in Mott MacDonald’s infrastructure advisory 

business.

James Michelsen
Senior Industry Specialist - Solid Waste
IFC, USA

James is a Senior Industry Specialist at the International Finance Cor-

poration of the World Bank. He has over 20 years of global experience 

in the solid waste industry and energy sector with a particular focus on energy from waste 

(EfW) and climate opportunities in waste in developing countries. Jim provides technical 

expertise to staff looking at solid waste (SW) opportunities in emerging economies and 

supports the development and implementation of IFC’s solid waste sector strategy.

Ian Price
Director

 WEST WIND VENTURES, UK

Ian has over 20 years’ experience in the environmental services and 

renewable energy industry including the successful management of 

operations teams, commercial contract management, tendering and procurement, and 

senior business development roles including M&A activities. He has held increasingly senior 

positions through his career, working for a number of the major waste and resource compa-

nies including Veolia, Sita, Biffa and FCC.



Andrew Williamson
Technical Manager
CARDIFF COUNTY COUNCIL, UK

Andrew is the Technical Manager for Prosiect Gwyrdd residual waste 

treatment contract, a partnership of five Waste Disposal Authorities 

based in South East Wales and the Cardiff Organics Waste Treatment Contract, a partnership 

of two Waste Disposal Authorities, having worked within Waste Management in local gov-

ernment for 13 years after previous experience in the private sector. 

Rob Wakely
Head of Advanced Fuels 
DEPARTMENT FOR TRANSPORT (DfT), UK

Rob leads on UK policies to reduce the climate change impact of 

transport fuels, including the transport elements of the EU Renewable 

Energy and Fuel Quality Directives. The Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation Unit within 

his divisions oversees the UK biofuels mandate and compliance with the mandatory sustain-

ability criteria. The current challenges include how to limit competition of biofuels with food, 

and encourage advanced fuels from waste. 

James Snape
Partner
NABARRO, UK

James is a partner in Nabarro’s Infrastructure, Construction and 

Energy (ICE) group and also heads the firm’s Waste Industry Group. He 

specialises in complex infrastructure and energy projects both in the UK and internationally. 

James is recognised by the legal directories and his peers for his expertise in the waste and 

resource management industry.

Rolf Stein
CEO
ADVANCED PLASMA POWER, UK

Rolf has worked in the plasma industry since 2006. Prior to his appoint-

ment as CEO of APP he was Chief Operating Officer for the company. 

He joined APP and Tetronics International as Commercial Director with a particular focus on 

securing and commercialising the company’s intellectual property portfolio. Before working 

in this industry, Rolf had extensive international experience holding senior positions in large 

multinational technology companies including Hewlett Packard and Apple.

Chindarat Taylor 
Founder & Partner 
RESOURCE EFFICIENCY PATHWAY, UK 

Chindarat is the Founder and Director of Resource Efficiency Pathway, 

an environment and infrastructure consultancy that advises companies 

and municipalities on the development of waste to energy infrastructure in the UK and 

internationally. She is a Chartered Waste Manager (MCIWM) and the Vice President of the 

Solid Waste Management Association of Thailand.

Paul Taylor
CEO
FCC ENVIRONMENT, UK

As CEO, Paul is responsible for FCC Environment’s entire business in 

the UK, creating a clear vision for the business with defined strategic 

goals, delivering shareholder value, leading the business through a period of rapid change 

in market conditions and expectation. Paul is a chartered civil engineer with 25 years of 

experience in the waste and recycling industry.

Ella Stengler
Managing Director
CEWEP, BELGIUM

Ella has been the Managing Director of CEWEP since 2003. CEWEP is 

the European Umbrella Association of the operators of Waste-to-Energy 

Plants. CEWEP represents today about 400 Waste-to-Energy Plants across Europe (86% of 

the European market). Ella is dealing with European affairs: European policy and legislation 

on waste, environment, energy, emissions.

Jon Swan
 Head of Waste Management

ATKINS ENGINEERING, UK 

Jon is an environmental engineer with 16 years experience working in 

engineering and environmental consultancy and is head of Atkins’ waste 

management business. Jon has worked with both public and private sector clients to help resolve 

waste and resource management issues across the full range of waste types and treatment tech-

nologies. This work has included leading design and procurement for new waste facilities under 

PPP and PFI and permitting of a variety of waste treatment and renewable energy facilities.

Nobuhiro Tanigaki
Chief Technical Manager
NIPPON STEEL, JAPAN

Nobuhiro is the technical manager of Nippon Steel & Sumikin Enginerring in 

the European office (NSENGI). He has worked in the field of waste manage-

ment for more than 10 years as a process engineer. He is a specialist of waste management, es-

pecially waste gasification technologies. In his early career, he has started up several commercial 

waste gasification plants as a commissioning engineer in Japan and South Korea.

Chris Tanner
Director
JOHN LAING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, UK

Chris is a director of John Laing Capital Management and is the Invest-

ment Adviser to John Laing Environmental Assets Group Ltd (JLEN), an 

investment fund that focusses on environmental infrastructure projects. Chris has over 14 

years of experience in various forms of infrastructure including PPPs, economic infrastruc-

ture and renewable energy generation. 

Morteza Seraj
Director, Process Industry
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC, GERMANY

Morteza is the Director for Process Automation at Mitsubishi Electric Europe. Having 

previously worked as a Senior Business Development Manager for another major 

global manufacturer in the power industry, Morteza has considerable experience and a comprehensive 

knowledge of power generation, transmission and distribution systems. His current focus is on supporting 

customers with the introduction of innovative new power industry related products and services.

Hisanori Shimakura
General Manager, Waste Treatment
KOBELCO, JAPAN 

Hisanori is the General Manager in the Waste Treatment System Division at 

Kobelco. He is a Professional Engineer in Environmental Engineering. He was 

engaged in engineering of the first commercial Gasification and Melting plant at Chubu-Kamikita from 

1997 to 1999. He also worked in the design, construction, operations and maintenance of the worlds 

largest fluidized bed Gasification and Melting plant at Sagamihara from 2006 to 2009.

Maya van de Steenhoven
Director, 
HEATING AND COOLING SOUTH HOLLAND,  
NETHERLANDS

Maya is an expert on sustainability and renewable energy. For the last 

three years she has specialized in the field of collective heat and has 

helped the sector to become considered to be one of the two major alternatives for the 

current default for heating in the Netherlands, which is still gas. Currently she is the director 

of the public private cooperation Heating and Cooling South-Holland.

Kan Kok Wah
Chief Engineer, Waste & Resource Management Department 
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT AGENCY, SINGAPORE

Kan Kok is the Chief Engineer of Waste Reclamation Section of Waste 

and Resource Management Department in National Environment 

Agency (NEA). He has 23 years’ experience in the operation and maintenance of incineration 

plants in Singapore. His work involves overseeing the provision of refuse disposal service 

including the operation and maintenance of Tuas Incineration Plant, Tuas South Incineration 

Plant, Tuas Marine Transfer Station and Semakau Landfill.

James Samworth
Partner
FORESIGHT GROUP, UK

James is a Partner in Foresight’s Environmental team and leads 

investments in waste and biomass transactions. Since James joined 

Foresight in 2009, he has seen the team more than double in size and has led investments 

in a number of market-leading transactions, including Birmingham BioPower, Levenseat 

Renewable Energy, and Ince Park. Most recently he led Foresight’s co-sponsorship of the 

£200m BioEnergy Infrastructure Group with Aurium, Helios and InfraCapital.

Fredrick Royan
Vice President, Global Environment (Waste & Waste  
Management) Practice, Energy & Environment
FROST & SULLIVAN, UK

Frost & Sullivan offers market intelligence and advisory services in the 

global water and waste management markets. Fred has more than 

15 years of Environmental Management research and consulting experience in the waste 

management and recycling industry and has been the co-author of research reports on the 

European and the World Waste to Energy Plant Markets. 



One-to-One Meetings
Maximise your networking potential at the World Waste to 

Energy City Summit by taking advantage of our one-to-one 

meeting software. Prearrange meetings with your most important 

contacts and form new business partnerships at the summit by 

logging in and viewing the profiles of other key delegates, then 

get in touch with those that you would like to meet.

waste2energy.meeting-mojo.com

For help in managing your schedule, please contact the 

registration desk.

Astute Technical Recruitment is an industry leading business focused on providing high-calibre contract and 

permanent staff worldwide to the power generation, utilities and waste management sectors. With highly 

knowledgeable recruitment teams, expert in their specialist areas of design, construction, commissioning, 

operations, maintenance, engineering and management they deliver a high quality recruitment experience. 

Combining recruitment expertise with the in-depth knowledge of qualified engineers ensures Astute can 

offer a completely consultative approach to your recruitment requirements.

BNL Clean Energy provides zero emission clean energy solutions and power plants for biomass, fossil fuels and 

waste. Their standardized, modular, zero emission clean energy plants use their patented closed system for 

thermal power generation. Combined with a catalytic synthetic fuel unit, emissions are converted into synthetic 

hydrocarbon fuels, e.g. synthetic diesel. Their zero emission clean energy plants produce electric power, process 

steam, district heating and cooling, as well as energy for sea water desalination units.

ASTUTE TECHNICAL RECRUITMENT

BNL CLEAN ENERGY
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